Great Results Guarantee

Under this agreement for 2014
Coowonga State School will receive $5,000

This funding will be used to

- Increase the percentage of students in 3, 5 and 7 meeting National Minimum Standards in Literacy and Numeracy (not on an Individual Learning Guarantee) to 100% by May, 2014.
- Year 3, 5 and 7 students on an Individual Learning Guarantee will achieve 100% of their personal learning goals by end of 2014.

Our strategy will be to

- Teachers to use Explicit Instruction as the main teaching pedagogy in Literacy and Numeracy for Year 3, 5 and 7 students.
- Establish learning goals for students in Year 3, 5 and 7 using systemic and school-based data and monitored each 5 weeks.
- Establish learning goals for students in Year 3, 5 and 7 who are not capable of achieving the National Minimum Standard and have an Individual Learning Guarantee.
- Implement a teaching program in reading, writing and numeracy to target individual student learning goals.
- Additional teacher to focus on individual and small group tutoring in reading, writing and numeracy.

- Our school will improve student outcomes by

| Purchase extra teacher hours to deliver lessons specific to the needs of students in reading, writing and numeracy and monitor student progress. | $5000.00 |

Julie Muller  
Principal  
Coowonga State School  

Dr Jim Watterston  
Director-General

*Based on 2013 data. To be updated when 2014 enrolment data is finalized.